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About This Game

The Battle of Polytopia is a unique turn based strategy game about ruling the world, fighting evil AI tribes (or other players),
discovering new lands and mastering new technologies. You take on the role of the ruler of a Tribe, starting with one advantage

over the other tribes, and attempts to build a civilization in competition with the other tribes.

Wander in the dark cold forests of Barduria, explore the steamy Kickoo jungles or claim the lush field of the Imperius empire.

Each match takes around 30 minutes to complete while still providing a deeply strategic and challenging gameplay. It is intended
to be a bite sized alternative to other time consuming 4x strategy games.

The Battle of Polytopia is a successful indie title enjoyed by millions of fans on mobile and tablets.
* Turn based civilization strategy game.

* Single & multiplayer.
* Exploration, warfare, farming, building and technology research.

* Pick and choose among a wide range of different tribes with unique nature and culture.
* Auto generated maps make each game a new experience.

* Strategy multiplayer online & Pass & Play.
* Leader board with top scores for the best civilization builders.

* Really Cute low poly graphics.

We a currently revamping it to be even better on your desktop such as:
* Bigger maps with map settings (more/less water etc.).
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* Cross-platform multiplayer. (PC, MAC OSX, Android & iOS)
* Keyboard controls & shortcuts.
* Tiny hardware requirements.

If you have suggestions please let us know! steam@midjiwan.com

We will release when the game feels purrfect. Add it to your wish list to keep updated.
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Title: The Battle of Polytopia
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Midjiwan AB
Publisher:
Midjiwan AB
Release Date: Early 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or later

Processor: 1.7 GHz single-core

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: Directx 9.0c compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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